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The Flight of Free Trade: The Wings of a Stronger Tomorrow 

 Even before the morning sun rose to guide his path, before the village commotion filled 

the air, before the rooster announced the organization of a new day, Mark meandered down to a 

stone-bricked bakery. His desire for that fluffy roll of baked goodness included a wish for a chat 

with the local baker, the warmth of the chimney-topped haven, and also an urge for breakfast. 

Whatever the reason, Mark savored the steamy softness of that fresh loaf of bread. The baker, 

conveniently, enjoyed the villager’s demand just as much. Their exchange was based on mutual 

benefit, untarnished competition, supply and demand alone; no other factors distorted this innate 

purity.  

 With time, Mark’s log-cabin utopia faded from appreciation, from reality, from most 

memories. Regretfully, the morning sunbeams gave way to an unblinking eye for gold. The 

village commotion gave way to cold, closed-door negotiations. The freedom of disorganization 

gave way to self-preserving, government trade regulation. Today, with a thoroughly globalized 

market, government tariffs influence what consumers see, buy, and sell every day (Grieder). No 

longer do consumers and producers exchange freely, and no longer can the global market endure 

this overregulation. To foster net economic growth for the United States and the world, a drastic 

reduction of the tariffs by developed countries must go from the ledger books to reality as soon 

as possible. 

Whether taking form as the crude bargaining between two meandering desert caravans, the warm 

exchange between a villager and his local baker, or the closed-door agreements between two 
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businessmen, trade claims an irreplaceable role in human society. Over time though, trade, like 

culture or information, has felt the increasing tugs of globalization. In this context, globalization 

will indicate the greater integration of the ideas and practices of the world (Goldstein 4). Even as 

trade evolved in that sense, the fundamental controversies associated with all systems of 

exchange persist to this day. Whenever individuals come together to trade, a delicate balance 

between self-preservation and self-fulfillment must be reached. Applying this idea on a global 

level, a country must protect its financial well-being while also ensuring that its citizens receive 

adequate access to foreign-made goods (O’Sullivan 450-451). 

 In practice, governments seek to regulate the amount of free trade allowed in their 

international trade. Free trade, as opposed to trade in general, is the freer exchange of goods 

traded between parties (Goldstein 7-11). In general, a reduction of government trade barriers 

such as tariffs, cultural restrictions, or unspoken regulations further the advancement of free 

trade (“Globalization Law & Legal Definition”). Among all of these trade barriers, “the most 

impactful part of free trade is tariff reduction” (Washington). Governments may increase tariffs 

to protect developing industries, to shield against unwanted cultural influences, or to prevent the 

establishment of virtual monopolies by multinational corporations (MNCs). This exemplifies the 

inherent core of self-preservation (Shah). On the other hand, governments often reduce tariffs to 

allow for greater globalization and a self-directed path of minimal regulation. This allows for the 

self-fulfillment mentioned earlier (Juster). Each country administers its own unique tariff rates, 

its own degree of free trade, based on level of development, current financial needs, 

governmental whims, and a true mosaic of other factors. For example, the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) reports the 2010 tariff rates as a bounded simple average, the unweighted 

average of all effective tariffs for all reported imports to a country. According to its report, the 
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United States imposed an average duty of 3.5% on its imports, the European Union a 5.0% rate, 

China a 10% rate, Mexico a 36% rate, and Angola a 59% rate (World Trade Organization). A 

country’s government often administers these tariff rates, but for the Euro Zone, NAFTA, 

CAFTA, and similar free trade zones, an international council presides (Effland). Regardless, the 

question invariably presents itself: how much free trade should buyers and sellers receive? 

 Debates over free trade produce a multitude of economic theories that prescribe differing 

amounts of tariffs and government involvement. In Renaissance Europe, many empires practiced 

mercantilism, a theory driven by power-hungry businesses and nations. Their hunger for 

hoarding gold bullion demanded high tariffs, demanded extreme trade surpluses, and demanded a 

desperate search for trading partners, or peripheries (Goldstein 6-7). After a few centuries of this, 

Adam Smith, touted as the father of economics, famously championed a new laissez-faire 

economic order. The new order stressed that a reduction of tariffs and government involvement 

allows explosive economic expansion (Vitez). However, the sudden downturn of the Great 

Depression pushed some developing countries into adopting protectionism instead, a policy that 

employed strict trade barriers to nurse infant industries. This protectionism severely limited free 

trade (Shah). Tangent to protectionism, John Maynard Keynes advocated heavy financial 

stimulus by the government to regulate capitalism and “save it from itself” (Skidelsky). A loose 

interpretation of this Keynesian economics coupled with a fusion of historic theories guided the 

global economy through the latter half of the 20th century (Skidelsky). Now, at the dawn of the 

21st, although the fundamental connection between free trade and tariffs is clear, the degree of 

free trade allowed in developed markets remains an unfinished and debated transaction. 
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 In order to achieve the greatest economic success for the global economy, the 

governments of highly developed countries must mutually reduce their tariffs. A reduction in 

tariffs propels freedom to globalization, a freedom to compete, a freedom in markets, a freedom 

of trade. 

 With globalization as the backdrop, lowering tariffs presents a colorful splash of worldly 

benefits; some promote the economy, some the consumer, and some the common good of the 

world. In short, reducing trade tariffs increases international trade and reveals the benefits of 

globalization (Ikenson). During a speech sponsored by the U.S. Bureau of Industry and Security, 

Kenneth I. Juster claimed that “the decade of the nineties was one of unprecedented economic 

growth and the enormous generation of wealth that resulted [was], in large part, from increased 

economic interaction and trade” (Juster). The following graph depicts such a correlation between 

the increased trade and American GDP, a standard of economic health (see fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; “Quarterly U.S. Import Data and Quarterly Annualized 

GDP (1Q 1992 – 2Q 2010)”; Chart; Made in America: Increasing Jobs Through Exports and 

Trade; Cato Institute; n.d.; Web; 8 February 2012. 

 

Correspondingly, when the U.S. debated and ultimately instituted the tariff reductions specified 

by NAFTA, the “U.S. economy grew at its fastest rate in a generation” (Juster). These 

encouraging relationships announce themselves like the authoritative ring of a successful cash 

register. Moreover, not only did these tariff reductions bring a golden age to the net American 

economy, they also benefited the public citizen, the consumer. Between the years 1996 and 2005 

alone, U.S. buyers accounted for 45 percent of all global consumer growth (“Globalization Law 

& Legal Definition”). And who could blame them? In a developed country like the U.S., the 

relatively low tariffs grant consumers a seemingly endless supply of both foreign and domestic 

goods. The goods are a direct result of free competition and innovation, a trademark of expanded 

free trade (Vitez). Look around at the overstocked retailers and wide-eyed shoppers, and many 

could gratefully testify for this. As stated, the reduction of tariffs and promotion of international 

trade clearly paint the benefits of globalization. The further, mutual reduction of tariffs by more 

developed countries therefore holds advantages as clear as a crystal ball. 

 In addition to the boundless benefits of increased trade, lowering tariffs creates a freer 

market that is fundamentally fair, moral, and, above all, harmonized with American values. A 

tariff, by definition, impedes trade, impedes the free interaction of real people. Furthermore, 

tariffs represent artificial price controls that only reflect a government’s best guess at an 

economy’s true needs (Grieder). In reality though, can any government truly know an economy’s 

needs better than the producers and consumers themselves? As Steve Forbes aptly clarifies: 
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“[t]rust we the people. We are the economy!” (Forbes 326). Remove trade impediments and only 

the natural factors of supply and demand remain. They ensure that “[p]roducers make only what 

consumers want, when they want it, and generally at prices they are willing to pay” (O’Sullivan 

32). Reducing tariffs creates a freer market and when tariffs don’t give one trading party an 

upper hand against another, the principles of liberty and pursuit of happiness dictate the market 

for the majority’s common good. The free market without high tariffs is fairer; all individuals, 

businesses, and nations compete on an even playing field without any artificial price advantages 

(Forbes 33). The free market without high tariffs is more moral; anyone can trade with anyone 

else because the system is based on mutual need, not a government’s regulation. The free market 

is based on the right of all trading parties to equal opportunity; America’s founding fathers laid 

the groundwork for the most powerful national economy on that very ideal (Forbes 27-28). 

Today, the globalized financial system holds an obligation to carry that tradition with dignity and 

pride. 

In spite of the inspiring benefits of lowering tariffs, the leaders of less developed countries 

(LDCs) complain that low tariffs allow multinational corporations (MNCs) to easily monopolize 

a country’s comparative advantage and establish abhorrent labor standards (Sirota). In striving 

for economic success and sustainability, a country often focuses on maximizing its comparative 

advantage. As economist David Ricardo postulated, a country’s comparative advantage lies in its 

natural ability to produce a good more efficiently than another country (Goldstein 10-11). In this 

way, “theoretically, a nation that exploits its comparative advantage grows its economy. In terms 

of modern globalization, the main question that often arises is, who exploits a nation’s 

comparative advantage?” (Goldstein 10). Oftentimes, an LDC claims that an MNC brutally 

pilfers the comparative advantage from the country’s citizens, preventing the domestic nation 
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from growing itself (Goldstein 10-11). Ironically, an LDC such as Venezuela will often attempt 

to induce fast economic expansion by inviting giant MNCs like Ford, Dell, or McDonald’s to 

develop there. In time though, the LDC’s government complains how the MNC builds its 

industry and begins to reap the rewards of the country’s inherent comparative advantage for itself 

while simultaneously creating a poorer working class (Di). The LDC’s government then chooses 

to blame their spiraling “race to the bottom” on the MNC and on the hideously low tariffs of free 

trade (Tonelson 138-139). These concerns prove their relevance in the disheartening LDC 

poverty levels shown below (see table 1). 

Table 1 Average Income, Private Consumption, and the Incidence and Depth of Poverty in 

African and Asian LDCs and Selected OECD Countries, 1995-1999 

 

Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. “Average Income, Private 

Consumption, and the Incidence and Depth of Poverty in African and Asian LDCs and Selected 

OECD Countries, 1995-1999.” Chart. The Least Developed Countries Report 2004. United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2004. PDF file. 
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a. Note: An LDC is a less developed country (United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development 129). 

b. Note: An OECD member country is a member of the Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and Development. They have very well-developed economies (United Nations Conference on 

Trade and Development 129). 

 

 In reality though, these claims place unfair blame on a noble economic ideal; the LDCs 

fail to realize that raising tariffs and restricting free trade would actually perpetuate their 

problems (Di). Initially, high international tariffs increase the price of MNC goods, creating the 

hunger for lower production costs in the first place (Goldstein 10-11). Unfortunately, the MNCs 

submit their employees to inhumane working conditions in a ravenous pursuit for the low prices 

that will keep them in business (Di). Although one of the drawbacks of free trade expresses itself 

in this imperfect quest for consumer satisfaction, this does not call for tariff increases in any 

dimension. In contrast, when tariffs rise like the water level in a sinking ship, the laws of supply 

and demand force MNCs to reduce their nearly nonexistent wages and benefits even further 

(Sirota). Is this what a struggling LDC like Venezuela truly desires? No. Worse still, the LDC’s 

government often shields their MNCs from labor regulations so that the MNC enjoys the 

freedom to produce more and pay workers less (Tonelson 138). With the gap between the rich 

and working poor increasing dramatically in two thirds of all countries between 1990 and 2005, 

it is easily discernible how a government’s mismanagement and greed, not the inherent nature of 

free trade, allows for the unacceptable working conditions in an LDC (Di). Although the equality 

of free trade allows an MNC to pursue the low costs that consumers desire, an accurate 
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resolution of comparative advantage exploitation and unspeakable working conditions requires 

LDC government accountability, not the misguided increases of tariffs and trade barriers. 

 Still, patriotic economists believe that high tariffs should protect domestic industries from 

the competitive and volatile global markets; unfortunately, this actually inhibits competition and 

debilitates growth (Forbes 177-178). Supporters of mercantilism and Keynesian economies cite 

the natural volatility of a less regulated market leading to such disasters such as the Great 

Depression or the Panic of 1987 (Di). They claim that weak, infant industries should receive 

subsidies and tariff protections. They claim the necessity of such intensive care, such high trade 

barriers. They claim that competition on the world stage results only after years and years of 

actually inefficient nursing (Shah). In truth, the tariffs prove maddingly inefficient because the 

developed countries “harvest public money as subsidies and investment capital, [the infant 

industries] are protected by…armed forces and diplomacy, and they are rescued when they get 

into trouble” (Grieder). Should the market base a corporation’s success on the cunning of their 

lobbyists or rather the “people voting with their money?” (Forbes 14). As demonstrated by the 

start-ups of YouTube, Apple, or Sea Tow (a wildly successful AAA system for boats), a free 

global marketplace does not require the help of tariffs to decide which corporations actually 

show promise (Forbes 13-14). Even more detrimental to high tariff arguments, history repeatedly 

demonstrates that while protectionist tariffs shield a country from global volatility, a detached 

nation will not develop as efficiently as its globalized counterparts (Schroy). For example, the 

U.S. imposed the detrimental Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act during the Great Depression. This tariff, 

demanding a 60% duty on nearly 3,000 imported products, seemed to draw parallels with the 

selfish mercantilist struggles of the16th century (Goldstein 76). When foreign legislatures 

decided to retaliate with their own tariffs, international trade inevitably vanished like an 
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overambitious soap bubble. Fortunately though, after years of bitter trade disputes, the world 

realized, reduced, and repealed the ruinous tariffs, giving both global and domestic economies 

the free trade necessary for financial success (Goldstein 17). Clearly, the high tariff rates of 

developed countries ironically undermine the very economic efficiency and sustainability that 

the “state-imposed economic solutions” strive for (Forbes 14). 

 To conclude, if developed countries lower tariffs, they will release the global economy 

from a vise-like grip and spur economic growth for the U.S. and the world. Like a fledging bird 

first taking flight, a removal of trade tariffs unleashes the unrestricted ascent of the global 

marketplace. Free trade, with globalization as a tailwind, provides the consumer with a freedom 

of choice. It benefits the net economy with freedom of competition. It even furthers the freedom 

of equal opportunity, a principle venerated by our Constitution (Forbes 33). 

 Although time has rendered Mark’s simple village trading obsolete, the inherent benefits 

of free trade still shine through like golden sunbeams. Protectionists may criticize the dangers of 

MNC monopolization or the inherent volatility of low regulation. They harp on the inhuman 

working conditions; even when high tariffs lay the foundation for those conditions in the first 

place (Di). They harp on the volatility even when “[t]his kind of turbulence, while painful, is part 

of the economy’s process of change…creating more jobs and higher levels of prosperity” 

(Forbes 70). The critics may even conclude that the drawbacks are more relevant than the time-

tested benefits. They are not. To settle with the low-lying limitations of high tariffs is simply 

unacceptable. In order to soar, developed countries must fully embrace the life of globalization, 

the liberty of free trade, and the pursuit of a stronger tomorrow. The facts confidently brush away 

any hesitation, and the political cartoon below serves as a globalized clearance for takeoff      

(see fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Brown, David; “Free Trade gift image 8 – search ID dbrn725”; Cartoon; 

Cartoonstock.com; CSL Cartoonstock, n.d; Web; 12 February 2012. 


